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Background Document for Sea-pen and Burrowing
megafauna communities
Executive Summary
This Background Document for sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities has been developed
by OSPAR f ollowing the i nclusion of t his habitat on the OSPAR List of th reatened and/or declini ng
species and habitats (O SPAR agreement 2008-6). T he document provides a com pilation of the
reviews and assessments that have b een prepared concerning this habitat since the agreement to
include it in the OSPAR List in 2003. The original evaluation used to justify the inclusion of sea-pen
and burrowing megafauna communities in the OSPAR List is followed by an a ssessment of the most
recent information on its status (distribution, extent, condition) and key threats prepared during 20092010. Chapter 7 provides recommendations for the actions and measures that could be taken to
improve the conservation status of the habitat. In agreeing to the publication of t his document,
Contracting Parties have indicated th e need to fu rther review these propo sals. Publication of this
background document does not, therefore, imply an y formal endorsement of these propo sals by the
OSPAR Commission. On the basis of the further review of these proposals, OSPAR will continue its
work to ensure the protection of sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities, where necessary in
cooperation with other competent organisations. This background document may be updated to reflect
further developments or further information on the status of the habitat which becomes available. This
Background Document has been updated in 201 1 following advice received f rom the Inte rnational
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES).

Récapitulatif
Le présent document de fond sur les colonies de sea-pens et mégafaune fouisseuse a été élaboré par
OSPAR à la suite de l’incl usion de cet habitat dans la liste OSPAR des espèces et habitats menacés
et/ou en déclin (Accord OSPAR 2008-6). Ce document comporte une compilation des revues et des
évaluations concernant cet habitat qui ont été préparées depuis qu’il a été convenu de l’inclure dans la
Liste OSPAR en 2003. L’évaluation d’origine permettant de j ustifier l’inclusion des Colonies de seapens et mégafaune fouisseuse dans la Liste OSPAR est suivie d’une évaluation des informations les
plus récentes sur son stat ut (distribution, étendue e t condition) et des mena ces clés, préparée en
2009-2010. Le chapitre 7 fournit de s propositions d’actions et de mesures qui pourraient être prises
afin d’améliorer l’état d e conservation de l’habitat. En se mettant d’accord sur la publication de ce
document, les Parties contractantes ont indiqué la n écessité de réviser de nouveau ces propositions.
La publication de ce document ne signifie pas, par conséquent que la Commission OSPAR entérine
ces propositions de m anière formelle. A partir de la nouvelle rév ision de ces propositions, OSPAR
poursuivra ses travaux af in de s’assurer de la protection des colonies de sea-pens et mégafaune
fouisseuse le cas échéant avec la co opération d’autres organisations compétentes. Ce document de
fond pourra être actualisé pour tenir compte de nouvelles avancées ou de nouvelles informations qui
deviendront disponibles sur l’état de l’habitat. Le présent document de fond a ét é actualisé en 2011 à
la suite des conseils fournis par le Conseil international pour l'exploration de la mer (CIEM).
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1.

Background Information

Name of habitat
Sea-pen and Burrowing Megafauna Communities.
Definition of habitat
Plains of fine mud, at water depth s ranging from 15–200 m or more, which are heavily bioturbated by
burrowing megafauna; burrows and m ounds may form a prominent feature of the sediment surface
with conspicuous populations of sea-pens, typically Virgularia mirabilis and Pennatula phosphorea.
The burrowing crustaceans present may include Nephrops norvegicus, Calocaris macandreae or
Callianassa subterranea. In the deepe r fjordic lo chs which are p rotected by a n entrance sill, the ta ll
sea-pen Funiculina quadrangularis may also be present. The burrowing activity of megafauna creates
a complex habitat, providing deep oxygen p enetration. This habitat occurs ex tensively in sheltere d
basins of fjords, sea lochs, voes and in deeper offshore waters such as the North Sea and Irish Sea
basins and the Bay of Biscay. (OSPAR other agreement 2008-7)

2.

Original Evaluation against the Texel-Faial selection criteria

List of OSPAR Regions where the habitat occurs
I, II, III & IV
List of OSPAR Regions and Dinter biogeographic zones where the habitat is under threat
and/or in decline
OSPAR Regions: II & III
Dinter biogeographic zones: Lusitanean (Cold/Warm), Lusitanean-boreal, Boreal-lusitanean
Original evaluation against the Texel-Faial criteria for which the habitat was included on the
OSPAR List
Sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities were selected for inclusion on the OSPAR list on the
basis of an evaluation of their stat us according to the Criteri a for the Identification of Specie s and
Habitats in need of P rotection and their Method of Application (the Texel-Faial Criteria) (OSPAR
2003). The nomination for inclusion on the list cited the criteria decline and sensitivity, with information
also provided on threat. It has been nominated for OSPAR Regions II & III . Table 1 provides an
update on this evaluatio n. The main th reats to thi s habitat are a ctivities that physi cally disturb th e
seabed, such as demersal fisheries, marine pollution through organic enrichment and increased
bottom water temperature due to climate change.
Table 1: Summary assessment of sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities against the TexelFaial criteria
Criterion

Comments

Evaluation

Global

Outside the OSPAR region, similar biotopes exist in the Adriatic and Aegean Seas,

Insufficient data

importance

and probably occur in co astal and shelf sediments in m any other areas of the
world (Hughes, 1998).

Regional

Given its patchy distribution within the OSPAR area, it seems unlikely that it would

importance

qualify against this criterion (>75% within a particular OSPAR region).

Does not qualify
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Rarity

Although, there is n o complete information about the distribution of thi s habitat

Does not qualify

throughout the OSPAR regions, it is not limited to a restricted number of areas, as
specified in the habitat definition.
Sensitivity

The findings from various studies on the sensitivity of this h abitat have been

Qualifies – rated

brought together in a review by Hughes (1998).

as sensitive

Mechanical damage: Physical activities such as im pacts by towed fishing gear
are known to be damaging. Bottom tra wling causes chronic and widespread
disturbance to the seabed in shallow shelf seas and could lead to changes in the
trophic structure and functi on of benthic communities. Studies evaluating trawling
disturbance on soft-bottom communities biodiversity (Vergnon and Blanchard
2006, Blanchard et al., 2004, Jennings et al., 2001) reveal a lower species
diversity and a shift in trophic structure in

the most exploited fishing areas. This

has important implications for the pr ocessing of primary production in shallow
coastal areas and the wider functioning of t he marine ecosystem. Anchoring can
cause physical damage to static megafaunal species such as sea-pens .
Biological events: Nephrops fisheries exert significant modifications on thi s
habitat as this species is part of the biological community of this biotope. Removal
of targeted megafauna such as Nephrops can lead to irreversible shifts (Le Loc'h,
2004, Hiddink et al., 2006) in the benthic trophic structure of the habitat. In many
regions, the Nephrops trawl fisheries use non-selective gears with small mesh
sizes, generating unwanted bycatch that is thrown overboard, most of the time
dead or dying (ICES, 2008).
Physico-chemical events: Substratum change: resuspension of fine particles due
to trawling activity can l ead to 1) an accumul

ation of fine sedim ents in the

superficial layers in the absence of significant advective transport (Queiros et al.,
2006) or 2) a removal of fine sediments by bottom currents, which combined with a
decrease in te rrestrial sediment influx lead to an overa ll increase in particle size.
Oxygen depletion, due to eit her natural (warm summer temper ature) or human
(cage aquaculture, sewage disposal) events can also occur
Ecological

Nursery areas for a number of fish including hake (Merluccius merluccius).

Qualifies

significance
The ‘mosaic’ of disturba nce patches cr eated by megafaunal activity may be a
factor acting to promote species diversity in the macrofaunal community. However,
no single member of t his biotope complex is known to be a ‘keystone’species
whose activity is essentia l to the main tenance of comm unity structure (Hughes
1998, Widdicombe 2000).
Decline

OSPAR (2006a) indicates that the habitat was considered, in the initial 2001

Currently

assessment, to be threatened and/or declining across regions II and III.

threatened

No detailed mapping of t his biotope is available. However as decline issues are

Regions II and

related to habi tat quality rather than e xtent, it can still be said t hat it is likel y to

III.

have been affected by the extensive demersal fisheries that take place inshore
and on the shallow waters of the continental shelf.
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3.

Current status of the habitat

Distribution in OSPAR maritime area
This habitat occurs exten sively throughout the mo re sheltered basins of sea lochs and vo es and i s
present at quite shallow depths, probably because they it is very sheltered from wave action (Hughes,
1998). This habitat also occurs in deeper offshore waters in the Irish Sea, North Sea, Norwegian fjords
and North Bay of Biscay with high densities of Nephrops norvegicus present.
Habitat extent (current/trends/future prospects)
Figure 1 shows sea-pen and burrowing megafauna records compiled from the October 2009 version
of the OSPAR habitat mapping dat a (http://www.searchnbn.net/hosted/ospar/ospar.html). Several
countries did not sub mit shapefiles therefore the a bsence/presence depicted is ina ccurate, as th is
habitat is undoubtedly present in the Celtic and Cantabrian seas.
Condition (current/trends/future prospects)
It is extremel y difficult to fore cast the likely ch anges to a habitat in the nea r future, i.e by the yea r
2020. Bottom-trawling has the greatest impact on this h abitat. Although, Nephrops fisheries have
decreased notably throughout the la st fifteen y ears after economic cutbacks of 1993-1994 and
according to different decommissioning schemes in areas such as the “grande vasière” and “vasière
de la Giro nde” in the Ba y of Biscay (ICES 2009), further monitoring of the habitat alteration as a
consequence of targeted Nephrops fisheries is needed in order to assess the conservation status of
the communities it harbours.
Limitations in knowledge
The OSPAR working definition for this habitat potentially covers a wide range of c ommunities and
biotopes, stretching from Scottish sea lochs to the abyssal plain, as plains of fine mud with b urrowing
megafauna cover large areas at “200m or more” of depth. The bi bliography in some of the OSPAR
areas on this habitat is ve ry limited. Furthermore, comparative studies on the management of similar
zones outside the OSP AR region (eg: the G ulf of Maine) have not been carried out. Our
understanding of the structure and dynamics of the habitat in question is still very pat chy. Although
considerable advances have been made in studies of some of the major characterizing species, there
is still little information on ecological relationships at the population or community level (Hughes 1998),
or on the spatial distribution of anthropogenic activities likely to alter these relationships.
The lack of long-term observational studies on this habitat means little is known about changes that
might be the result of natural variability. Burrowing megafauna are difficult to sa mple using traditional
ship-borne equipment, and most of our information on their ecology has been obtained in the last two
decades using scuba diving and underwater video (Hughes, 1998). Subtidal sediment biotopes have
not been studied in detail for en ough time to assess their sensitivity to naturally-occurring
environmental changes. Repeated disturbance from demersal fishing gear is however likely to mask
such changes, especially if such disturbance occurs several times a year, as is the case for parts of
the North Sea and the Bay of Biscay (Jennings & Kaiser, 1998).
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Figure 1: Preliminary di stribution of sea-pen and burrowing megafauna comm unities in the OSPAR
maritime area (based on data supplied by Contracting Parties up until October 2009).

4.

Evaluation of threats and impacts

A summary of the key activities whi ch can cau se impacts to sea-pen and burrowing megafauna
communities is given in Table 2.
Fishing is a major disturbance factor of the continental shelf communities of OSPAR Region II, III and
IV and in some zones the area di sturbed has increased. The Great Mud B ank (Grande Vasière)
stretching from north to south in the centre of the Bay of Bisca y is heavily trawled especially by the
Nephrops trawler fleet. On avera ge, the no rthern part is swept three to six times a yea r and th e
trawling impact is con sidered to be at the same scale as the natural resuspension of silt particles
caused by st orm activities. However, th e decrease in the propo rtion of the silt fraction found on the
Grande Vasière bank has not been directly linked to fishi ng activity (Bourillet et al., 2005). Such
changes to the p hysical habitat have the potential to cause substantial and long-term changes to
benthic ecosystems, including negative impacts on burrowing animals such as Nephrops (ICES,
2008). In the heavily exploited ar eas, the dominant benthic species are o pportunistic carnivorous
species and there were no fragile i nvertebrates (Blanchard et al., 2004). Figure 2 illu strates the
modelled recovery time for benthi c communities in the North Se a after the pass of one b eam trawl,
calculated from VMS records (Hiddink et al., 2006). Analysis of beam trawling impacts in the southern
and central North Sea has shown that the impacts of trawling were greatest in areas with low levels of
natural disturbance (i.e muddy habitats), while the impact of trawling was relatively small in areas with
high rates of natural disturbance (i.e sand and gravel habitats). Based on this model, mud habitats on
average took longer to recover (~4 years) than sand and gravel habitats (~2 years).
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Table 2. Summary of key threats and impacts to sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities.
Type of

Cause of

impact

threat

Comment

degradation

Aquaculture

have direct effects on mud communities, including smothering and

through

organic

increasing the Biological Oxygen Demand of the mu d. Nutrient

nutrient

pollution

enrichment leading to eutrophication can have significant but localised
A change in climate could lead to variable recruitment through

Habitat

community

Low

detrimental effects.

changes

through

threat

Marine fin-fish farms are often sited within Scottish sea lochs and may

Habitat

alteration

Scale of

changes in mortality rates of early life stages, for example, differences
Climate

in sea temperature and wind induced wave action might affect the

change

survival of larval Nephrops either directly or by regulating food supply.

Low

This threat is large ly theoretical at pres ent and n ot of immedi ate

shifts

concern.
In terms of h abitat function, bottom trawling acts b y removing some
species, rejecting non-commercial species and by damaging the more
fragile benthic species. A shift in the benthic community interactions
therefore ensues. Bottom tra wling has many direct and i ndirect
impacts, the latter of which have a greater impact (Le Loc'h, 2004).
The mortality of benthic invertebrates that are r emoved as tra wl
bycatch is high but the mortality rates caused by bottom trawling are
significantly higher for anim als that remain on the sea bed (Queiros,
2006).

Habitat
degradation

Bottom

through

trawling

physical

fisheries

damage

Large, slow-growing species such as s ea-pens are particularly
vulnerable to trawling disturbance, while smaller individuals and
species suffer lower mortality rates (Dinmore et al., 2003).

High

Considering the global benthic community, differential vulnerability to
trawling leads to l ower biomass and production of communities in
heavily trawled areas a nd a dominance by smaller, faster gro wing
individuals and species (Jennings et al., 2001).
Nevertheless, Vergnon and Blanchard 2006 note that m egafauna
(both Nephrops and other non-commercial crustaceans) do not
experience any reduction of their total biomass or abundance in highly
exploited sites.
Infrastructure
development
(dam

Habitat loss

construction,

or alteration

coastal
development,
oil & gas
exploitation)

The construction of roads, br idges and barrages may affect the local
hydrodynamic and se diment transport reg imes of inshor e enclosed
areas and consequently affect the deep mud substratum. Offshore oil
rigs and other oil installations can cause a variety of d isturbance

Low

effects such as smothering due to disposal of drill cuttings, localised
disturbance of sediments due to anchors and rig feet i mplacement
and trench digging for pipelines.
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Type of

Cause of

impact

threat

Scale of

Comment

threat

Riverine loads of p ollutants include inputs from p oint sources and
diffuse sources (such as agriculture, man-aged forestry, and natural
backgrund sources) within the catchment area. Silty environments are

Pollution

Land-based

known to accumulate contaminants, such as heavy metals. The main

and marine

sources of h eavy metals to the marine

industrial or

sources such as forest and agricultural soils as well as industrial and

commercial

municipal waste, which is either discharged directly or transported via

sources

rivers and atmospheric deposition to the sea. Heavy metals can

environment are diffuse
Low

accumulate in the marine food web up to levels which are toxic to
marine organisms, particularly predators, and they may also represent
a health risk for humans.

Trawling on muddy sediments is a significant physical intervention in an otherwise stable, low-energy
environment (Greathead et al., 2007) that reduces sediment complexity and habitat homogenisation
which, by definition, leads to a decrease in biodiversity. The breakage of slow-growing benthic species
such as the once-characteristic sea-pens is the main disturbance. It leads to a facilitated p redation on
dead or damaged individuals by opportunistic carnivores and necrophagous species. In addition, the
fishery is characterised by high discard levels of many spe cies. The bay of Biscay Nephrops fishery
has a major impact on the Northern Stock of Hake, because the Nephrops fishing grounds are on a
hake nursery. Hake discards are very important. By-catch of other species is not as large. In this area
Nephrops trawlers thus discard between 41% and 6 5%of their Nephrops catches in numbers (a third
in weight) of which only 30% survive (Guéguen et Charuau 1975 in Macher 2008). Ongoing studies
may lead to an update of those figures (IFREMER, pers. comm.) – cf section 7.
Megafaunal burrowers are certainly absent from hea vily-impacted sea beds below salmon cages, but
threshold levels of enrichment causing changes in megafaunal communities around sea loch salmon
farms have not been determined. Organic pollution is therefore a h ighly-localised phenomenon which
can only occur in sheltered water bodies such as lochs and fjords, whereas the majority of this habitat
is present in open ground (i.e the Fladen Ground in Scotland or the Grande Vasière in France). It is
worth noting that work is unde rway to evaluate the impact of or ganic enrichment in the loch s on
Scotland's West Coast. The Scottish Aquaculture Research Forum (SARF) has funded a series of
camera surveys of th e seafloor a round fish farms to assess their zone of i mpact on megafaunal
distribution and abundance (D. Hughes, pers. comm).
The conservation importance of thi s habitat is increasingly recognised, due to it s high natural
biodiversity and the value it signifies i n the Eco system Approach to Fi sheries (EAF). Nephrops
fisheries have decreased notably throughout the recent fifteen years after conflicts in 1993-1994 and
according to different decommissioning schemes in areas such as the Grande Vasière and Vasière de
la Gironde in the Bay of Biscay (ICES 2009 ). Global fuel prices, and hence fuel costs for the fishing
industry, have also increased dramatically in recent years and this is affecting both the grounds fishers
exploit (reducing the time spe nt travelling between fishing opportunities), but also m ore fundamental
shifts to using fishing gears that are less energy demanding (ICES, 2008).
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Figure 2 Es timated recovery time (years) for s outhern North Sea benthic communities following one
pass of a beam trawl. Recovery is a measure of the time required for benthic production to return to
90% of the production in the absence of trawling disturbance. Hiddink et al. (2006) in ICES 2008.

5.

Existing Management measures

In addition to its listing by OSPAR, th is habitat is the subject of severa l national plans, the details of
which are listed in Annex 2. Such listing processes generally serve to highlight the conservation needs
of the habita t to relevant authorities for management and li censing issues, but can have varying
success depending on specific actions that follow. There is no single habitat type listed in Annex I of
the EU Habitats Di rective which corresponds to the OSPAR working def inition: a limited proportion of
this habitat lies within areas that can be protected as “Large shallow inlets and bays” (Natura 2000
code 1160), but as this is not the main reason for designation the effectiveness of the management in
providing protection is variable and consequently the habitat is largely unprotected.. Also, these Annex
I habitats are generally limited to 30 m, whereas the OSPAR working definition extends to 200m depth
or more, Currently the three spe cies of sea-pens listed in the OSPAR work ing definition have no
statutory protection under EC legislation.
The Loch Torridon Nephrops Fishery management group in Scotland has actively sought to close an
area to trawling. In this area Nephrops are exclusively caught with creels (cf Annex I).
Closed areas for particular types of fishi ng are used to protect certain habitats and species in the NE
Atlantic and could also be applied to protect this habitat. EAF management plans can take soft-bottom
communities into accou nt (D. Donn an, pers. com m.). This is a matter that falls within the remit of
fisheries organisations rather than OS PAR, although OSPAR can comm unicate an opini on on its
concern about this habitat to the relevant bodies and introduce any relevant supporting measures that
fall within its own remit (such a s Marine Protected Areas). The sea-pen and burrowing megafauna
habitat may benefit indi rectly in areas where seabed damage is limited by fisheries regulations such
as cod recovery zones in UK waters.
Where appropriate, further protection of sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities within
national, European (Habitats Directive) or OSPAR marine protected area mechanisms should be
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considered. Where this habitat already occurs wit hin designated sites, management systems may
need improvement to ensure adequate protection.

6.

Conclusion on overall status

There is little evidence that global warming or o rganic enrichment have played much of a role in
benthic community structure changes. Sedimentary modifications, due to several processes including
the resuspension of the fine mu d particles by bot tom trawling, are undoubtedly the ma in factor
explaining the modifications observed in the ma crobenthic fauna. The direct effects of th e trawling
activities, facilitating som e species (particularly small mobile d eposit feeders and carnivo res) but
destroying some others (particularly epibenthic non-mobile fauna) also played a role in macrobenthic
community changes (Hily et al; 2008). At a regional scale these processes have led to the dominance
of a fe w species, including burrowing megafauna (Nephrops), that a re tolerant to th e physical
constraints of trawling, modifications of the su spended matter levels in the bottom waters, and the
changes in the granulometry of the sediments. The consequences are a homogenisation and
standardisation of the sedime nts and associated communities, accompanied by a de crease in
biodiversity. In all, studie s reveal that the f auna associated with this habitat are, in a reas where
Nephrops stocks are full y exploited, undergoing a community shift. However knowledge on thi s
habitat’s distribution, composition and uses is po or. Important variations, in terms of community
composition, biodiversity, or fisheries impacts may exist, in particular in south-western waters.
Fisheries research was traditionally driven by the requi rement to manage single stocks of exploited
species. However in the last 2 decades, however, research efforts have increasingly been focused on
the wider environmental global effects of fishing on n on-target fauna and marine habitats (Hiddink et
al., 2006); thi s focus i s consistent with political commitments to take account of the enviro nmental
impacts of fishin g in man agement plans. The n eed to adopt a nd operationalize the EA F (Hall &
Mainprize 2004) has prompted a wider review of th e range and suitability of management indicators
that might descri be the state of ecosystem components or attributes and provide guidance for
management decision making. To date no existing management measures have taken int o account
habitat quality, but rather the protection of (Nephrops) resources (D.Atkinson, pers.comm.).
The necessity to move from a tra ditional fishery management to an e cosystem approach is no w
acknowledged. The man agement of m arine resources, including Nephrops stocks, in an e cosystem
context, and the achievem ent of Good Environmental Status (GES) are commitments that have been
made at both national and European levels (FAO, 2003). There is consequently a need to balance the
sustainable use of the Nephrops stocks with the setting of targets to improve the quality of this habitat
in a range of areas where it occu rs. In this context, discussions are needed around whether setting
aside some of the h abitat from fi shing effort could also contribute to sustaining/improving the
Nephrops stocks.
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7.

Action to be taken by OSPAR

Action/measures that OSPAR could take, subject to OSPAR agreement
As set out in Article 4 of Annex V of the Co nvention, OSPAR has agre ed that no programme or
measure concerning a question relating to the management of fi sheries shall be adopted under this
Annex. However where the Commission considers that action is desirable in relation to such a
question, it shall draw that question to the attention of the authority or international body competent for
that question. Where action within the competence of the Commission is desirable to complement or
support action by those authorities or bodies, the Commission shall end eavour to cooperate with
them.
Background considerations
Conservation efforts need to be balanced across all areas for t he habitat. In semi-en closed water
bodies, local management of the potential human i mpacts is a feasibl e prospect (Hughes, 1998).
Measures may also b e taken in open-sea areas supporting the biotope complex, but the se come
within the framework of fishery management of Nephrops stocks.
The results of a study by Quei ros et al. (2006) corroborate the idea that any mana gement policy that
would increase the homogeneity of fishing effort distribution within one fishing ground could have
severe consequences on marine communities (Dinmore et al., 2003). As th e initial effects of fishing
benthic communities are known to be stronger (Jennings and Kaiser, 1998; Hiddink et al., 2006 ), the
redistribution of fishing effort to areas that were previously not fished would have greater damage than
maintaining effort distributions and preserving small, lightly disturbed areas within one fishing ground
(Dinmore et al.,2003). The redistribution of fishing effort within one fishing ground will have an even
stronger impact if fragile habitats, such as soft-sediment communities, become disturbed.
A transition from a trawl to a creel Nephrops fishery is being considered by several national fishing
authorities. Not only does creel fishing have a lowe r fuel consumption but it also lea ds to a better
quality catch with a lower discard rate. Creelin g has grown over the past decade along with th e
development of the live market in France and especially Spain. Considering the regional context, this
transition is economically interesting. The trawl-creel transition, in order to be effective, would have to
apply to all fleets fishing in the same zone, and many trawling vessels would not be equipped to switch
fishing gears. An overha ul in existing fishing fleets together with a total cl osure period would be
necessary. It is im portant to note th at such a m odification of practices requires a ve ry accurate
regional assessment of the so cio-economics conditions, which vary gre atly between relatively small
enclosed areas such as lochs or fjords and open ones such as the Bay of Biscay or in the North Sea
WWF's North-East Atlantic Progr amme (WWF-NEAP, 2002) prop oses the de signation of a re covery
area in the Grande Vasière, designed as a cross-shelf transect from the coast to the outer continental
shelf. The tra nsect could also serve a s an experimental site for t esting management measures and
time-scales required to re store natural community patterns that are c haracteristic for the resp ective
environments, and the Nephrops stock. Similar sites could be designated in the North Sea and Celtic
Sea, e.g. the Fladen Ground, Oyster Ground, around Viking Banken or in the Central North Sea. In the
southern North Sea, th e Nephrops habitat exists, however, no sea-pens were found (see figure 3),
most likely due to the constant bottom trawling activities (A Dutch scientist, Han Lindeboom considers
these areas as being in a permanent "ploughed" state).
There is a role for MPAs in both the protection and restoration of this habitat. If necessary, areas could
be closed to improve habitat quality (and age structure of target sp ecies) and p otentially benefit
fisheries.
The French, Portuguese and Sp anish Interreg P roject PRESPO (Sustainable Development of
Artisanal Fisheries in the Atlantic Area - http://atlanticprojects.inescporto.pt/project-area/prespo) is
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structured around 6 a ctivities. Activity n°5 concerns the certificat ion of seafood caught with fishing
gears that respect the marine environment. In July and Octo ber 2009 joint research campaigns were
carried out by the F rench fishing industry, Ifremer a nd AGLIA (Association du Grand Littoral
Atlantique) in order to obtain updated figures on Nephrops trawler discard survival.
Proposals for actions and measures
It is proposed that OSPAR shoul d recommend that relevant Contracting Parties (i.e. those having
seabeds in their EEZ which host fauna listed in the OSPAR working definition of this habitat) take into
account the need for the protection of sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities in the
development and application of seabed exploitation and fishery policies and plans with a view to:
a.

halting the damage of the sub-littoral mud communities by decreasing mechanical
disturbances where appropriate (ie in the areas where the habitat is threatened);

b.

giving special protection to highly imp acted areas important for the persistence of thi s
habitat and the populations it supports;

c.

supporting pilot projects with stake holders in such areas in order t
management;

d.

encouraging Marine Stewardship Council certification.

o improve

OSPAR should require t hat Contracting Parties report back to the OSPAR Commi ssion on the
implementation of the above recommendations so that the d evelopment of t he necessary measures
can be evaluated. As a first step Contracting Pa rties whose EEZ contain s sea-pen and burrowing
megafauna communities should make an assessment of the effectivene ss of the reg ulations they
already have in place for the protection of this habitat, consider how those regulations might be made
more effective through improved monitoring, control and su rveillance and re port the re sults to th e
OSPAR Commission. In areas where no existing regulations are in place, sci entific knowledge should
be increased in order to help regulators to take appropriate measures.
To complement these actions, the OSPAR Commission should:
a.

b.

c.

communicate to the EC and the relevant fishing authorities the need for increased
spatialised knowledge of fishing intensity without compromising personal data
confidentiality;
emphasise to relevant scientific funding bodies the following research needs with respect
to sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities:
(i)

further community and habitat description (species characterisation, geographical
distribution, sedimentation)

(ii)

further population dynamic studies in order to assess the resilience of populations
to natural or human-induced changes to this habitat

(iii)

further assessment of all the trophic levels that a re affected by bottom-trawling
over this habitat, beyond target-species

emphasise to relevant fishing authorities the follo wing management needs with respect
to sea-pen and burrowing megafauna communities:
(i)
(ii)
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the de velopment of a pluri -specific recovery programme, using a com bination of
area management and fishing gear selectivity tools.
the evaluation of enviro nmental parameters from existing com mercial Nephrops
stock assessment data, as well as from other forms of industrial ROV footage.
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Table 3: Summary of key priority actions and measures which could be taken for sea-pen and
burrowing megafauna communities. Where relevant, the OSPAR Commiss ion should draw the need
for action in relation to questions of fisheri es management to the attention of the competen t
authorities. Where action within the competence of the Commi ssion is desirable to comp lement or
support action by those authorities or bodies, the Commission shall end eavour to cooperate with
them.
Key threats

Trawling gear
Aquaculture organic pollution
Climate change

Other responsible authorities

EC, NEAFC, RFMOs

Already protected?

EUNIS code A5.361 and A5.362

Vast areas of this habitat

Measures adequate?

Some areas qualify as “Sandbanks which

are not protected by any

are slightly covered by seawater at a ll

form of legislation.

times” (Natura 2000 code 1110), others as
“Estuaries” (Natura 2000 code 1130), and
the Scottish sealochs in particular, as
“Large shallow inlets and b ays” (Natura
2000 code 1160)
Recommended OSPAR Actions



Encourage the improvement of scientific spatialised knowledge
concerning this habitat and the communities it harbours, their

and Measures

dynamics and their resilience.


Develop and assess management rules and encourage pilot
projects with stakeholders



Pluri-specific to fisheries assessment and management:
improvement of trawl selectivity combined with MPA designation/
rotating no-take-zones (OSPAR should communicate this to the
EC/relevant fishing authorities)



Encourage an ecosystem approach for the concerned areas
including improvement of knowledge, technical experimentations
on gears and preservation of lightly impacted areas of sea-pens
communities.



Protection of heavily impacted sites as OSPAR MPAs
(Contracting Parties)



Better use of commercial Nephrops stock assessment data and
commercial ROV footage to evaluate other environmental
parameters ( OSPAR should communicate this to the EC/relevant
fishing authorities)



Increased access and detail for fishing intensity data made
available to scientists. (OSPAR should communicate this to the
EC/relevant fishing authorities)
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Figure 3: Sea-pen and burrowing megafauna habitat distribution in the North Sea (S.Christiansen,
pers.comm).
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Brief summary of proposed monitoring system
In addition to identifying the distribution area of this habitat, it is essential to designate no-take areas in
order to investigate its re covery time. The study of these clo sed areas is n eeded as a first step to
delivering action plans towards the recovery of the habitat, by monitoring th e alteration in fishing effort
and distribution.
In response to the actions set out in section 7 of this document, in 2011, OSPAR requested the advice
of ICES to evaluate whether ecological data from commercial Nephrops stock a ssessment and
commercial video and photographic footage could b e used for a ssessment of the status of sea -pen
and burrowing megafauna communities, and wh ere possible, develop p rotocols for the u se of this
information.
The ensuing advice concluded that it is techni cally feasible to use vide o and photographic data
collected during Nephrops video surveys to derive semiquantitative abundance estimates of sea-pen
and burrowing megafauna within the area s being surveyed. This is pa rticularly the case for those
species that are easily identifiable or have distinctive burrow signatures. Habitat preferences and the
uncertainty regarding the spatial overlap between the coverage of Nephrops surveys and the species
to be asse ssed must be considered before using these data for a ssessing trends or status.
Considerable progress has been made on burrow identification, however, it is currently not possible to
develop a complete methodology, or a set of protocols, for u sing the video -derived abundance data
from the Nephrops video surveys to accurately assess the status of se a-pen and burrowing
megafaunal species (ICES, 2011).
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Annex 1: Overview of data and information
provided by Contracting Parties
Contracting

Feature

Contribution made to

National reports

Party

occurs in

the assessment

References or weblinks

CP’s

(e.g. data/information

Maritime

provided)

Area
Belgium
Denmark
European

Y

NECESSITY: Nephrops and Cetacean Species
Selection Information and Technology

Commission

http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&A
CTION=D&DOC=2745&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=117070
0786535&RCN=73838&DOC=1&QUERY=011bbc5e8b
9d:08dc:48a8c130
France

Y

Y

Le

Loc'h,

F;

2004.Structure,

fonctionnement,

évolutiondes communautés benthiques des fon ds
meubles

exploités

du pla teau

continental

Nord

Gascogne. PhD thesis f or the Université de Bretagne
Occidentale. 378 pp.
Germany
Iceland
Ireland

Y

Netherlands
Norway

Y

Portugal

Y

Spain

Y

Sweden

Y

Ziegler, F., 2006. Environmental Life Cycle
Assessment of Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus)
fished by creels, conventional and species-selective
trawls along the Swedish west coast. A data report.
SIK report 746. 40pp.

UK

Y

Y

-Hughes, D.J. 1998. Sea pens & burrowing megafauna
(volume III). A n overview of dynamics and sensitivit y
characteristics for conservation management of marine
SACs. Scottish Association for Mar ine Science (UK
Marine SACs Project). 105 pp.
-UK Biodiversity Action Plan for Mud habitats in deep
water
http://www.ukbap.org.uk/UKPlans.aspx?ID=41
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Summaries of country-specific information provided
France: The northern part of the contin ental shelf of t he Bay of Biscay is cove red by a sedimentary
bank known as the Grande Vasière (i.e. “Great m ud bank”). The Grande Vasière is home to a
commercially exploited Nephrops population, but also an important area for you ng Merluccius
merluccius, the most wide spread and abundant bottom dwelling fish spe cies in the Ba y of Biscay
(Trenkel, 2007). A stu dy comparing macrofauna between 1966 and 2001 (Hily et al., 2008) shows
that deep modifications have taken place within the northern part of this area. Sediment comparisons
between the two periods revealed very large changes to the rel ative levels o f the main grain si ze
fraction. The bottom trawling effort contributes significantly to the resuspension of fine mu d particles.
The current shift in sediment type i s the mai n force driving benthic community evolution. Human
activities have also reduced fine particle influx: recent damming of main rivers has decreased the
amount of terrigenous effluents evacuated offshore in storm swells.
Fishing effort in 2001 estimated that e ach m2 of the “G rande Vasière” is tra wled on average 3 to 5
times a ye ar. The num ber of tra wlers has declined over th e past few ye ars which ha s led to a
decrease in anthropogenic pressure, the consequence of which on the state of the habitat should be
precisely evaluated.
Although there is evide nce of the imp act of tra wling on be nthic communities and re-su spension of
sediments, there is no ove rall study of the Bay of Biscay that ca n lead to a firm co nclusion on the
threatened status of this h abitat for regi on IV. Studi es have to be carried out i n order to achieve a
global assessment of the status of the habitat in this region.
In the Bay of Biscay, a diversity of measures have been adopted either by the French administration or
by the produ cers’ organisations (POs) themselves. Studies and experiments carried out at sea in
2003-2004 resulted in the obligation for all ships to use hake (Merluccius merluccius)-specific gear as
of 2005 (a compulsory prerequisite for obtaini ng a fishing license). A 9 cm minimum landing size
regulation was established in December 2005, together with a 70 mm codend mesh size since 2000. A
license system was adopted in 20 04 resulting in a cap (230 maximum in 20 10) on the n umber of
Nephrops trawlers operating in this area; in addition, trawling is prohibited during week-ends, and
individual quotas have been imposed by the Fre nch POs since 2006. Since April 2 008 selective
devices have been i ntroduced into the Nephrops fishery (ICES, 2008). The AGLIA (Association du
Grand Littoral Atlantique) has worked together for several years with the French Comité National des
Pêches Maritimes et des Elevages Marins to p romote selective devices and to organise large scale
trials at sea. The project has successfully engaged all the fishermen from the Bay of Biscay neph rops’
fishery, 230 trawlers, and reduced the catch of undersize Nephrops and other marine life.
Ireland: The Irish Nephrops fishery is extremely valuable with la ndings in recent years worth around
€30 m at first sale su pporting an important indigenous processing industry. The Marine Institute in cooperation with Northern Ireland scientists commenced an UWTV survey for Nephrops in the Irish Sea
in 2003. The surveys indicates that the biomass and density has declined by around 40% since 2003
but is still relatively high compared to other
Nephrops stocks. Other i ndicators such as si ze
distributions and indicate rather stable trends over a long time.
Spain: The Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) was established by
Commission Decision n° 93/619/EC, renewed in 2005 by Co mmission Decision n° 2005/629/EC.
Recovery plans for southern hake and Norway lobster off the Ib erian peninsula were adopted by the
Council in October 2005, and came into force o n 1 Janu ary 2006. establishing measures for the
recovery of the South ern hake and Nephrops stocks in th e Cantabrian Sea and Western Iberian
peninsula and amending Regulation (EC) No 850/98.
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Sweden: A study co mparing the e nvironmental performance of three different Nep hrops fishing
methods for the Swedish Institute for Food and Biotechnology (SIK) (Ziegler, 2006) shows that diesel
consumption of the trawlers was more than four times as high as of the creel fishing vessels (9.0 and
2.2 l/kg of Nephrops,respectively, Figure 4). The same study noted with regard to seafloor impact that
the difference between fishing gears was even more pronounced: the entire Swedish west coast creel
fishery affetcs the same seafloor area during one year as does one hour of trawling.

Figure 4: Fuel consumption from three Nephrops (Norway lobster) fishing g ear types (Ziegler, 2006)
In creel fisheries 2.2 l of diesel were burnt per kg of Neph rops landed. In t he conventional trawl
fishery, 9.0 l diesel were burnt per kg of Nephrops landed and in the trawl fishery with selective trawls,
4.3 l of diesel were burnt per kg of Nephrops landed.
United Kingdom: Within the existing SAC network, mud habitats in deep water are represented within
sites such as Strangford Lough, Loch Maddy and Lochs Duich, Long and Alsh. Some of t he Scottish
Marine Consultation Areas include areas of circalittoral mud.
The majority of deep mud habitats are subject to some demersal fishing effort, principally for Nephrops
norvegicus. Nephrops is one of most important fisheries in Scotland and benthic trawls or pots/creels
are the two methods of fishing employed.
The fishery for Nephrops in Scottish waters has developed since the early 1 960s, and Nephrops is
currently one of the most valuable sp ecies landed (about £50 million in re cent years). There a re
Nephrops fisheries in a number of areas around Scotland, the largest being the Fladen Ground. Most
are caught by trawlers, but in inshore west co ast areas, creeling is also important. Scotl and takes
about one third of the total world Nephrops landings, and is allocated the majority of the North Sea
and Scottish west coast Total Allowable Catches (TAC) (FRS website).
One fishing group in the OSPAR area has actively sought to c lose an area to trawling. The Loc h
Torridon Nephrops creel fishery in Scotland was first certified as sustainable in 2003 and recertified in
2008 by th e Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). (http://www.msc.org/track-a-fishery/certified/northeast-atlantic/loch-torridon-nephrops-creel) .The MSC environmental standard for sustainable fishing is
the standard that a fishery must m eet to become certified, and is bas ed on 3 principles (sustainable
fish stocks, minimising environmental impact and effective manag ement) and 31 performance
indicators.
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The Loch Torridon Nephrops have been caught using baited creel pots deployed on line s for ove r
thirty years. When the Inshore Fishing Act removed the three-mile limit that banned the use of mobile
gear, the creel fishers actively sought to close the area to oth er fishing methods. On November 1,
2000 the Scottish Executive announced that a closed area was to be established between Red Point
and the south end of the BUTEC Range in th e Inner Sound of Rona. This took effect on 30th M ay
2001 and the creel fishers from Loch Torridon set up a company, Shieldaig Export Limited the client
for certification, based in Ardheslaig, to coll ectively supply live neph rops, research markets, control
handling and arrange airfreight to European markets, adding value to the landi ngs. This has resulted
in greater price stability and relatively secure markets.
Considerable research i s undertaken by the Ce ntre for Environment, Fi sheries and Aquaculture
Science (CEFAS) and Marine Scotland Science into the effects of fishing gear on benthic habitats and
communities. Deep mu d communities are bein g studied as p art of the UK National
Monitoring
Programme.
A broad variety of research into deep mud communities, sea-pens and burrowing megafauna is being
undertaken by a num ber of research institutions, principally the University Marine Biological Station
Millport, Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban and the University of Newcastle (long-term
studies off the Northumberland coast).
A number of proposed national plan s are unde rway, the objectives of whi ch are to protect a
representative range of 8 to 10 sites, illustrating typical mud biotopes in deep water, by 2009.
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Annex 2: Description of the proposed monitoring
and assessment strategy
Rationale for the proposed monitoring
Sea-pen and megafauna communities are kn own to be im pacted by, and th erefore threatened by,
bottom-trawling operations. Evidence of the high impact of d emersal fisheries is abundant in the
literature and well-recognised. Although closed areas for fishing fall within the remits of fisheries
organisations rather than OSPAR, monitoring resources could be us ed to s upport any relevant
measures introduced such as the surveying of no-take-zones. If protective mea sures such as fishery
closures are brought in, monitoring will be needed to assess their effectiveness.

Use of existing monitoring programmes
A recent study by Greathead et al. (2007) sucessfully demonstrates the value of obtaining biodiversity
information from video f ootage derived from Nephrops stock assessment surveys. There is
considerable potential for extracting data from other sources of video surveys (pipeline surveys, predevelopment environmental assessments, etc...) which could be re-analysed for large epifauna,
thereby providing an additional layer of biodiversity informati on that wo uld be b eneficial in
implementing ecosystem-based management. For example, the recovery of benthic communities after
disturbance by marine sediment extraction has been studied more extensively than re covery after
bottom-fishing disturbance (Hiddink et al., 2006), therefore use of sediment -mining data could b e
useful for comparison with modeled recovery rates.
OSPAR's support to international projects utilising commercial data such as the SERPENT (Scientific
and Environmental ROV Partnership using Existing iNdustrial Technology - www.serpentproject.com)
project would be desirable. The SE RPENT project centres around the opportunistic use of ROVs
(Remotely Operated Vehicles) in operational settings during periods of stand-by time and the wider
utilisation of data collected as part of routine offshore work and environmental assessment studies.

Synergies with monitoring of other species or habitats.
The monitoring of this OSPAR habitat, which includes Nephrops norvegicus as one of its characteristic
species, should be closely linked with commercial Nephrops fishery stock assessments. It is
imperative that fishery management begins to incorporate all the levels that are affected by fisheries
within the ecosystem, beyond target-species.
VMS data might be used more effectively in cooperation with stakeholders if the frequency of signals
was increased and the fishing tracks o f individual vessels could be recon structed. This would allow
swept areas to be calculated at any scale from the total distance of tra wl track crossing a specified
area in a specified time period (Dinmore et al., 2003).

Assessment criteria
It is e ssential to lin k the monitoring output to effective measures in order to realise adaptive
management

Techniques/approaches
Towed body high-resolution video surveys of sea floor (Trenkel et al., 2007, Greathead et al. 2007)
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Annex 4: Summary of EU-NECESSITY Project
(WWF)
Project acronym:

NECESSITY

Title:

NEphrops and
CEtacean
Species
Selection
Information and
TechnologY

Subject
This project addresses current selectivity and bycatch issue s in Nephrops and pelagic fisheries. The
project started in 2004 a nd lasts fo r 38 months. Mai n objective is the develop ment of effective and
acceptable gear modifications and acoustic deterrents to reduce discard and bycatch of non target fish
and cetaceans as well as alternative fishing tactics in co-operation with the fishery industry. Biological
effects and socio-economics repercussions are determined. During sea tri als in the Katte gat and
Skagerak Nephrops fishery, a signi ficant decrease of discard had been observed by the
implementation of a developed escape window. EU legislation requires the use of thi s window in
Nephrops fishery from F ebruary 2005 onwards. The EU-project NECESSITY works on the
improvement of selectivity of Nephrops trawls.
NECESSITY will develop ways of modifying trawls to enable by-catch species to escape from the trawl
unharmed. The project will:


Study the behavioural characteristics that make small cetaceans (i.e. porpoises and dolphins),
and certain fish species or age groups vulnerable to capture in trawl fisheries



Develop alternative fishing strategies, or fishing gear modifications, to reduce the bycatch in
trawl fisheries



Consider the biological and socio-economic ramifications of mo difying the fishin g gear and
practices



Transfer the information gathered to other fisheries subject to similar concerns

Contribution to policy development:


By reducing by-catch, NECESSITY will help the EU meet its commitments under the Common
Fisheries Policy “to protect and conserve available and accessible living marine aquatic
resources”



By reducing by-catch of cetaceans, NECESSITY will support the EU Council Regulati on
requiring Member States to take steps to e nsure that incidental capture does not have a
negative impact on cetacean species



The socio-economic aspects of the project w ill help “provide for ration al and responsible
exploitation, on a sustainable basis”.



It will increa se understanding of the consequences of adopting or varying particular fishery
management measures
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Background document for Sea-pen and Burrowing megafauna communities

Project deliverables:
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Design and tests of fishing gear and cetacean exclusion devices – December 2004



Development of cost-benefit analysis (CBA) methods and models – September 2005



Modified fishing gear selectivity trials – December 2006



Sea trials of acoustic deterrents – June 2006



Assessment of cetacean behaviour and reactions to deterrents – June 2006.
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